Quantum Heisenberg spin systems (5=1/2) have been studied by quantum Monte Carlo method based on the equivalence theorem of Suzuki. Thermodynamic properties are investigated for ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic models on the triangular lattice. The difficulty in Monte Carlo simulation due to the negative sign of transition probability is also discussed.
Owing to the development of computer facil· ities, Monte Carlo simulation has become a very powerful method to study i~teracting systems. 1) One of the present authors (M. S.) proposed 2 ) a systematic method for Monte Carlo simulation of quantum systems. There have been reported many studies using this method to investigate various quantum systems.
3 )
The essence of the method is to approximate the partition function with the use of the generalized Trotter formula In this paper we study the following Heisenberg spin system: $C = -] 2}, 6,' 6j , <ij> (2) where 6 is the Pauli matrix and] >0 and] < 0 for ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic interactions, respectively.
In particular, antiferromagnetic models on the triangular lattice have been attracting great interest because of the effect of the frustration (competing interaction) :)_9) It is well-known that the non-commutativity between the order parameter 'JI (staggered magnetization for antiferromagnets) and Hamiltonian $C, namely, [$C, 'JI]*O, causes an interesting situation in which the order parameter is reduced from the maximum value even at the ground state.
S )
It is easily expected that this reduction is much enhan-'ced in frustrated systems. In fact, Anderson 4 ) suggested that the ordinary staggered structure is destroyed and consequently a kind of quantum liquid state appears in the ground state of the spin 1/2 anti ferromagnetic Heisenberg model on the triangular lattice. The ground state of this model has been studied by a finite lattice method 6 ) and the complete reduction of staggered magnetization has been confirmed. Properties at finite temperatures are also being studied by using the thermofield variational methodS) and also by finite lattice method. 10 ) This system is also awarded great interest in experiments.") We study this problem with the use of the quantum Monte Carlo method above mentioned and figure out peculiar properties for quantum systems compared with the corresponding classical system. 12) In order to take into account both frustrated bond structure and effect of exchanging states (or We apply this Monte Carlo method first to the ferromagnetic case J >0 to check the validity of the present method. The size of the lattice is taken to be 6 x 6 with periodic boundary condition, and 10 5 to 10 6 Monte Carlo steps (MCS) are performed. One MCS consists of N global flips, 2Nn local flips and 2Nn loop flips, where N is the number of sites and n is the Trotter number. The temperature dependence of the specific heat is given in Fig. 2(a) , where solid lines denote the . result by the series expansion.
13 )
The dependence on the value of n is given in Fig. 2(b) , where the general 1/ n 2 dependence of data 14) can be seen clearly.
N ext we study the antiferromagnetic case (] <0) with the use of the present method. In the antiferromagnetic case, the Boltzmann factor of the Ising lattice may be negative because of the frustration, a typical situation of which is illustrated in Fig. 3 . Thus expectation values of observables should be obtained as The above estimation can be understood intuitively as follows. Suppose that the system is decomposed into N local parts. If we assume that the contributions to the partition function from local parts are independent of each other, then the partition function is represented as (Z+
where z+ and z-are local Boltzmann factors with positive and negative signs, respectively.
The expectation value <A> is finite, and conse-
tially small. The convergence of data is seriously abated by this kind of cancellation. In order to study the cancellation, we first studied a 2 x 2 lattice. The ratio Z-/ (Z+ + Z-) is plotted in Fig.   4 (a), where the dotted line denotes exact data calculated analytically. This suggests that the cancellation is more serious at lower temperatures. In order to obtain meaningful data, it is necessary to perform Monte Carlo steps of the order (5) where MCS , is Monte Carlo steps which is necessary for convergence of A+ (or A-). Thus we apply carefully the present method to a 6 x 6 lattice, which is large compared with systems studied by the finite lattice methods. It is also noted that <M2> decreases as the temperature decreases, as shown in Fig. 5(b) , while <MA2> increases as shown in Fig. 5(c) . This fact means that the short-range order of sublattice structure grows in the quantum system similarly to the classical case. 12) The increase of <MA2> as the temperature decreases is, however, largely enfeebled as the Trotter number n increases as is seen from Fig. 5(c) . This suggests that sublattice ordering is not a good order parameter contrary to the classical case. It would be very interesting to see the switchoverS) from the high-temperature disordered state to the singlet-dominant ground state as the temperature decreases. It is difficult at the present stage to investigate at temperatures less than Ifl/k as we see from the temperature dependence of the ratio of Z-/ (Z++ Z-) plotted in Fig. 4(b) . Thus the cancellation of data (4) gives a limitation of the pr~sent method. Actually 10 7 
MCS
were performed for the data at T=IJI/k.
Although the negative sign problem for frustrated spin systems is similar to the problem in fermion systems,15) the negative sign in the former case comes from a specified local structure and not a global structure as in the case of fermion systems. Thus we hope to find a new treatment to overcome this problem in the near future. 16) /.
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